To the eternal memory
of my beloved parents, brothers and sisters:

my father Reb Abram-Aba Szcerbala,
my mother Kajla,
my brothers Juda, Dawid and Józef,
[and] my sisters Henie, Laja and Zysel – hy”d!

All were annihilated by the bloodthirsty Nazi murderers
during the horrific years of the Second World War.

Carrying his great pain always in his heart, their son and brother,

Yesod HaMa’ala

Szmul Szcerbala

An Everlasting Memorial!

To my dear parents:

To my father Szlojme Orbach, to my mother Liba (née Kuszynski),
[and] to my brother Lolek, who all perished in the Jewish Holocaust,
and to my brother Józef, who was killed after the end of the
accursed war of blood.

I commemorate their names in the Memorial Book of the
destroyed Community of Częstochowa

Their son and brother,
Jakow Orbach, Tel-Aviv

An Everlasting Memorial!

I [hereby] commemorate the names of my beloved ones, who were put to death
by the oppressive enemy in the days of the Jewish Holocaust in Poland and in Europe:

my father Reb Jakow-Józef Brzuski hy”d, my mother Chaja (née Feldztajn) hy”d,
    my sister Hela, and my brother Zelig hy”d;
my uncle Szlojme Brzuski, his wife Adzia (née Feldztajn) hy”d, and their daughter Chawa hy”d;
    my uncle Dawid Dajczman, his wife Regina (née Feldztajn), their daughters Chawa, Guta, and Henie hy”d.

In agony and pain, their sacred memory shall be kept in the depths of my heart.

Rachel Kalka, Giv’atayim